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Fairfield,
Bridgeport
partnership
awarded by
NEBHE
By Nicoletta Richardson
Contributing Writer
Mayor Bill Finch of Bridgeport
grew up in the city that he now governs,
and has said he doesn't recall Fairfield
University being accessible to the kids
from his own neighborhood.
But as Finch spoke among Bridgeport and Fairfield neighbors in Alumni
House at Friday's press conference to
celebrate the New England Board of •
Higher Education's Connecticut State
Merit Award that Fairfield was receiving, he acknowledged that was no lonContributed by Noella Taveras
Students gather on stage in support of Crystal Rodriguez "14, as she reads her poem, which Office of Residence Life said could not be performed.

ger the case.
The NEBHE works toward creating "greater educational opportunities
and services for the residents of New

Apollo Night performance sparks controversy

England", according to the official website. NEBHE is honoring the university's commitment to Bridgeport through

By Loan Le

plained that her poem had evolved since the auditions. Bouzan heard about the

preparing students for post-graduation

Editor-in-Chief

piece at the Saturday rehearsal when a staff member raised concerns that one of
the lines could be deemed inappropriate to the audience, which consisted of not
only students and their families, but also children,
In one section of her poem, after describing the pressure that religion puts

and the dedication of providing easy
access and success at large.
Students, faculty and staff and
community partners of Fairfield Uni-

on Hispanic women, Rodriguez wrote, "I stuck the Virgen Maria statue so far up

versity and Bridgeport schools gathered

On Saturday night, more than 30 students stopped a university-sponsored
talent show to let a classmate read her poem, which they believe the Office of
Residence Life had tried to censor.
Apollo Night, co-sponsored by Fairfield United, Office of Residence Life

to accept the award, acknowledging the

my c—ch, just to keep the demons in."

educational

scholarships,

programs

and Office of Student Diversity, started four years ago at Fairfield. The concept

The language led to ResLife's decision to talk to Rodriguez. Ophelie Rowe-

was inspired by the Apollo Theater in Harlem, N.Y., which was known for giv-

Allen and Meredith Smith, director and assistant director of ResLife, respec-

and projects that over the years have

tively, offered Rodriguez the option to rephrase the line or find another venue to

improved the relationship between the

Senior Crystal Rodriguez was scheduled to perform her poem, "Virgen

perform the poem. "It was a civility issue; it was a matter of language. We didn't

two communities.

Maria." During the audition process, according to Kate Bouzan, an area coordi-

want it to be offensive to others and we were mindful of that," said Rowe-Allen,

Fairfield University began spon-

nator who sat on the event committee, Rodriguez performed a different poem

However, the line in her poem was a personal expression, Rodriguez said,

soring the Community Partnership

ing a platform for talented minority artists during an oppressive time period.

than what was performed at Saturday afternoons dress rehearsal. Rodriguez ex-

READ STUDENT ON PAGE 2

Scholars Program in 1999, which works
toward funding one full tuition scholarship to a gifted student within four of

John Sculley talks relentless business
By Christina Mowry
Contributing Writer
Marketing innovator. Successful

the Bridgeport Public High Schools.
Since 2001, over $16 million have been
distributed in scholarships.

about changing the world. And they

Fairfield University's mission is
to serve its neighbors through sharing

had the courage to make mistakes," said

resources and expertise for benefitting

Sculley.

the community as a whole. For Bridge-

entrepreneur. Business icon. These all

Sculley also spoke about the im-

port, not only do they serve through

describe John Sculley, former President

portance of taking risks and described

financial support, but through hands-

of PepsiCo and CEO of Apple, who ad-

his own experience with picking himself

on projects and programs that integrate

dressed an enthusiastic audience at Fair-

up after failure.

Fairfield University members and the

that licensing Microsoft software would

Bridgeport Public Schools.
Amy Marshal], chief academic of-

be tar too expensive for Apple, but this

ficer for the Bridgeport Public Schools,
spoke at the press conference. Being a

experience in the marketing industry.

opposition cost him his job. He described his embarrassment, but carried

He emphasized that failures can lead

on.

field on Feb. 26.
During his discussion, "Globalization: The Future of American Brands,"
Sculley gave insights into his personal

As CEO of Apple, Sculley knew

"You can become a victim of your

to success and even the most successful
leaders encounter shortcomings.
Sculley has worked with world-

proud resident and employee of BridgeContributed by Meg McCaffery / Assistant Director of Media Relations
John Sculley answers questions from the audience at the Quick Center.

port and a Fairfield University alumna,
Marshall says that the relationship between Fairfield and Bridgeport creates

successes, but it's the failures that knock
the wind out of you where you really

Sculley praised Jobs' dedication

He has made a variety of innova-

a wonderful opportunity for all who are
involved.

to make computers personal and ap-

tive moves himself since he left Apple in

ties he believes are necessary for a suc-

During his time at Apple, when

proachable at a time where the com-

1993. He has founded, invested in and

"I couldn't be prouder of this

cessful visionary leader. Sculley recalled
visiting Silicon Valley in 1982 and being

Sculley increased sales from $800 mil-

puter wasn't designed for the average

been a mentor to several businesses in a

whole partnership, because it brings

lion to $8 billion, he worked with Steve

person. Sculley told The Mirror, "It was

Jobs to launch and promote the Macin-

a privilege to work with someone who

variety of industries.
One project is MDLIVE, a digital

together two, what seems like exclu-

inspired by innovators working there.

tosh computer.

was a true genius."
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renowned leaders and shared the quali-

"They were talking passionately

learn," said Sculley.

sive, entities, but they're not exclusive
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Student performs despite warning
Continued from page 1
"I've always had this image of Virgin

Rodriguez should have the opportunity to read her poem.

"We made a judgement call,"
Smith said. "And we stand by it."

Mary, always wanting to be her," Ro-

Rodriguez said: "They wanted to

Even so, that Saturday night, Ro-

driguez said. "By placing Virgen Maria

create a space for me within Apollo;

driguez, speaking on behalf of other

inside of me, I was protecting my vir-

they were embracing me, creating a

performers, believes that the Office of

ginity. I thought that she was complet-

wall around me ... they created hal-

Residence Life was "owning our talent,

ing me."

lowed ground, and anything I said I'd

telling us how we can use our voice."

When she wrote "just to keep the

be protected."

"We have events here like Per-

demons in ... I was afraid of who I was,

While students say Rodriguez was

forming for Change, Poetry for Peace,

the parts of me that needed to be re-

being censored, Smith said, "It wasn't

Take Back the Night," places for free-

leased. But then I realized [by keeping

our intention to censor, or disenfran-

the demons in] I was hurting myself/'

chise or disempower her. We wanted

dom of expression, Rodriguez said, and
they are events attended by friends and

her to speak her voice, but do it in a

family, too. Yet, said Rodriguez, they're

way that was appropriate for the audi-

allowed more freedom of expression.

she said.
"The content is very specific to
me, the religious shame that I was
brought up. The fact that [Rowe-Allen]
said, 'Well, can you just change the
lines?' I felt like if I compromise, I'm
comprising my identity. I'm compromising my voice. I said to her, 'You just
used your power dynamic to silence
me.'"
After talking with ResLife, Rodri-

ence on hand at that particular event."

It was a civility issue; it
was a matter of language.
We didn't want it to be
offensive to others, and
we were mindful of that.

guez decided she would do a studentsponsored event after Apollo Night, to
"absolve [ResLife] of their responsibility," she said. The announcement was
made shortly, and Rowe-Allen and

-Ophelie Rowe-Allen,
director of ResLife

Rowe-Allen and Smith countered
that performers must still keep their
audience in mind. A performer and
also an intern for ResLife, Hakim Hill
said, "As a writer, this can be a learning
experience to get the point across but
not offend someone at the same time."
Senior Shaquille Ricketts, who

Contributed by Noella Taveras
Senior Crystal Rodriguez reads her poem to the crowd in the Gonzaga
Auditorium on Saturday, March 1.

sat on stage during Rodriguez's per-

them to cut that off, I don't think they

formance, noted that there were songs

realize what problem they created and

with sexual references and expletives in

what lines were drawn," Rodriguez said

previous performances that could have

of ResLife. "They united us."

members of ResLife "applaud the students for standing up for each other."
"That's awesome," she added. "We
need more of that on campus."

offended audience members, but were

Speaking from a minority stand-

Senior Jesus Nunez said: "All they

not stopped. For this reason, he called

point, saying that there are already

do is talk about empowering people,

ResLife's explanation "invalid."

limited events for minority voices, stu-

and especially as an RA, I have been

dents who supported Rodriguez said

taught that. For them to shut down

Smith added that it would have been a

But Rodriguez said, "I don't want

"great compromise."
"But in terms of our audience [at

to be silenced." She feels that ResLife
staff "twisted" her words, misunder-

way," Bouzan explained, so when those

Apollo Night], parents who were there,

standing the intent of her line.

performances before Rodriguez's oc-

Occupying the stage had been

curred, "there was not much we can do
about that part," said Rowe-Allen.

their reaction to ResLife. "We're gonna

about it. I'm just interested to seeing

make a difference, we're going to let

how [ResLife] acts after this."

"That was not rehearsed that

they feel "traumatized."

Crystal, one of the most powerful
people on this campus, I was so angry

students and children who were there

Smith acknowledged that ResLife

- connected to the community - it just

should have known about Rodriguez's

didn't make sense to utilize that type of
language," said Smith.

poem sooner and not the night of the

Students who stopped the show

you know that you can't bully us into

ResLife and Diversity Programs

performance, so that they could discuss

for Rodriguez also believe that the

the decisions that only you want to

have met and Rowe-Allen said they'd

Rodriguez didn't expect to see

more. "We should have addressed [the

department had been "hypocritical."

have. It's not fair; we should have our

want to reach out to people involved in

her classmates stop the show. Before

language] sooner, but we addressed it

Junior Janice Herbert raised the point

voice that you claim we should have,"

Apollo Night and discuss the incident.

the last act of Apollo Night, members

once we found out about [it]."

that ResLife has Safe Space training

Morinvil said.

Herbert and others similarly said

of Omega Phi Kappa, Remixx and

"Just because we found out about

and supports other programs that

"I don't think [ResLife] knew that

there should be an opportunity for

Weeepa! sat on the edge of the Gon-

it late, doesn't mean it shouldn't be ad-

teach inclusivity, but that "flew over

zaga stage and surrounded Rodriguez.
In keeping with the "inclusive spirit"
of Fairfield, fellow performer Maritza

dressed," she added, referencing the
fact that Apollo Night was a universitysponsored event, so ResLife had the

their heads," on Saturday night, she
said.
"Everything about [Apollo Night]

we had it in us - to do what we did,"
added Jessica Rodriguez '14.
While Meredith wished the audience was given a choice to stay or to go

there and who saw the YouTube video
of Rodriguez's performance - which, as

Morinvil '16 said to the audience that

decision-making authority.

is about expressing yourself and for

when students went on stage, she said

conversation, for everyone who was

of press time, had more than 280 views.

Your Career Starts Here
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Marketing
great hits
the Quick
Center

Contributed by Nicoletta Richardson / The Mirror
From left to right: Mayor Bill Finch, Shaquille Ricketts '14, Bayan Abunar '14, Pauline Santos '14 and Rev. President Jeffery P. von Arx, S.J.

Bpt. mayor praises Fairfield accessibility
Continued from page 1
because it's that hopeful operation of
town and gown of bringing the school
systems to the students here, bringing
the students to our school systems,"
said Marshall.
Fairfield University projects,
such as Project Excel and the Connecticut Writing Project, provide assistance
and resources to Bridgeport teachers
and students in order to improve educational quality and overall experience
within the classroom.
The Fairfield's Graduate School
of Education and Allied Professions
Partnership gives Fairfield student
teachers the opportunity to work with
Bridgeport teachers. Over 25 students
at Fairfield will have interned with the
Bridgeport schools by end of this year.

"We want our students to understand how the world really works,"
President Rev. Jeffrey von Arx S.J. said
during the press conference, "to deepen their understanding of the struggles
and the potential of their neighbors
so that they will go out into the world
with the desire to transform it for the
better."
Currendy, two Fairfield undergraduates are interning with Mayor
Finch at City Hall in Bridgeport. In
the middle of speaking, Mayor Finch
acknowledged the crucial role Fairfield
students, such as his own interns, have
played in improving the Bridgeport
Public Schools.
"There are very few educational
environments that still exist as special
as Fairfield [University]," said Mayor

Finch. "The world is changing, but you,
because of your Jesuit roots, I think,
stick to a very important mission, and
that is to change the world and make it
a better place for everyone."
Several students who were residents of Bridgeport and attend Fairfield University were present, including
Pauline Santos '14 and Bayan Abunar
'14.
"I think being involved in both
[Fairfield and Bridgeport] is very important, and it's home literally on both
sides," said Santos. "It's home for being
a Fairfield student, it's home for living
in Bridgeport. It's good to know that
there is a long-standing relationship
that doesn't end when we graduate, and
starts before we even come here."
"A lot of Bridgeport students who

come in are dedicated, are grateful, and
they want to experience everything because they wouldn't have without the
help," said Abunar. "They are involved,
and a lot of Bridgeport students do end
up going back and supporting their
home."
Santos originally overlooked Fairfield because of the close proximity to
her home in Bridgeport, but Fairfield's
well-rounded experience and efforts to
recruit students made the school stick
out among other schools that she was
considering at the time.
"Once you're a stag, you're always
a stag," said Santos. "When you're here,
we're not really thinking where we're
from. I just love being apart of the
community right now."

Continued from page 1
healthcare service that enables people to
quickly access a doctor via phone, rather
than waiting for an in-office appointment.
Sculley said that by using MDLIVE,
customers are receiving fast, inexpensive
service and eliminating the long wait for
an appointment they may not even need.
Sculley received high praise from
many in the nearly filled Quick Center
for the Arts.
"His emphasis on learning from
your failures was important because
in a world when we're so into instant
gratification, it's hard to fail. Being told
that you have permission to do that, and
that's okay, was pretty cool," said Marilyn
Peizer '15.
Dr. Donald Gibson, dean of the
Dolan School of Business, said many of
the points were relevant to the student
audience.
"He dealt with a lot of issues that
are going to confront students next year,
and especially in their work career, so I
thought his ideas were very interesting
and especially applicable to students,"
said Gibson.
Sculley said, "You will learn how
to recover, but you never, ever, ever give
up."

Unpaid internships still
ominous for students
OF EXECUTIVES
THINK TODAY'S GRADS
ARE NOT PREPARED.
THE OTHER 30%
HAVE MET A
BENTLEY GRAD.

At Bentley University,
we've developed an MBA program
specifically for young professionals looking to jumpstart their career.
Our EMERGING LEADERS MBA PROGRAM delivers real-world
experience through a Business Process Management field project,
Corporate Immersion class and a 10-day international Global
Business Experience — so you'll be 100% prepared to make
immediate contributions upon being hired.
To learn more, visit
BENTLEY.EDU/GRADUATE

BENTLEY
UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS

By Alex Fylypovych
Contributing Writer
Although mountainous snow
banks may have students thinking
that the university is trapped in a
perpetual winter, soon enough registration for the Fall 2014 semester
and talk of summer plans will elicit
anxious murmurs of the infamous
"I" word throughout campus.
Internship.
In recent news, however, internships have been receiving attention from more than just undergraduates "seeking real world
experience." Cases of unpaid internships have been in the legal
spotlight for presumably breaching
the U.S. Department of Labor's sixpoint test.
Following the June 2012 court
ruling that Fox Searchlight should
have paid their interns on the set of
"Black Swan," other companies, like
mass media publisher Conde Nast,
have been blasted by interns for
failing to pay them even minimum
wage, according to a New York Post
article.
However, another issue surrounds the developing intern culture - where postgrads find themselves repeatedly in internship
positions, but struggling to enter
the realm of full-time jobs, according to a New York Times article.
With student debt loan averaging at about $25,000 at graduation,
based on a Forbes article, how can
Fairfield students sidestep similar

extensive, unrecognized hours of
labor while sharpening their skill
set and enhancing their resumes?
"The big issue is really equity
- should anybody be closed out of
doing an internship because they
can't afford it," said Betsy Bowen,
professor and internship coordinator for the English department.
Reflecting on her past working summers and semesters as a
waitress, Bowen identified with

The big issue is really
equity — should anybody
be closed out of an internship because they cannot
afford it?"
- Betsy Bowen,
professor and internship
coordinator for the
English department
students facing financial setbacks
of spending the summer months
working with little to no pay and
called unpaid summer internships
"absolutely exploitative."
"Summer internships, which
are generally unpaid, is where you
may lose income by not having a
regular job, like waitressing or a
camp counselor. You pass that up,"
she said.
But Bowen stressed that those

career-unrelated summer jobs,
which she referred to as less glamorous, though paid, should not be
overlooked. They too offer important, valuable skills including persistence and flexibility.
Fairfield's curriculum offers
a solution to the battle between
choosing the unpaid position or the
summer counselor job. "I encourage students to take on an unpaid
internship as part of the program,
their regular five courses," she said.
According to Bowen, unpaid internships completed for
academic credit during the school
year have fewer disadvantages than
unpaid summer internships; the
two most obvious being 120 credit
hours towards a student's degree
and summers available for earning
money.
"The U.S. Department of Education offers guidelines on what
they expect students to spend in
and out of class. Internships for
credit are designed to be equivalent
of class," Bowen said.
One of the only setbacks students may face with for-credit
internships is transportation. To
accommodate students unable to
commute, whether for logistical or
financial reasons, Bowen said there
are a number of on-campus internships available.
Associate Director of Career
Planning Meredith Tornabene
READ CAREER ON PAGE 4
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News
Compiled by Robert Joyce.
Information contributed by tbe
Department of Public Safety.

Tuesday, 2/25
9:17 p.m. A student reported $40 was stolen
from their wallet in the locker room of the RecPlex. The incident is under investigation.

o

10:30 p.m. DPS responded to a fire alarm
from a second floor residence in Campion Hall
and found the ceiling of the room charred. DPS
was able to identify a suspect, who was not the
resident of the room, and referred them to student conduct.
Friday, 2/28
9:22 p.m. An underage male student in Gon-

Photo illustration by Thomas Shea/ The Mirror
Students who park in non-authorized spaces throughout campus, normally find this familiar envelope on their windshields.

zaga Hall was discovered to be in possession of

DPS defends frustrating tickets

three cans of beer and was referred to student
conduct.

By Kaitlin McEwan

11:12 p.m. Two underage students and a

Assistant News Editor

non-student were stopped by DPS outside the

Although students are given a particular

The Department of Public Safety does not

color permit, they still park in various lots on

get to keep any of the money from parking tickets

Townhouses 14 block for possession of alcohol.

Walking to your car, you catch a glimpse of

campus. Whether it's visiting a friend, or wanting

The non-student attempted to run from DPS,
but was apprehended and issued a criminal

that bright, thin orange sheet, waving back and

to park a little closer to their doorsteps, it's easy

that they issue.
Ritchie stated, "We don't have any quotas,

forth in your windshield wiper as the wind blows.

to find an array of colors scattered around the

however, it is part of our job and we certainly do."

trespass warning. The students were referred to

You stop in your tracks and think, "Not again!"
For many students at Fairfield, parking can

townhouse lots.
Ritchie explained, "Every time you park

simply go around and look for permits and ticket

be a hassle. Students are constantly complaining

your car, look at the car next to you and if it does

if one is not found.

that Fairfield does not provide enough spots on

not have the proper colored sticker, that is your

There are a number of issues students can

campus for parking and they are tired of being
fined for where they choose to park

peers violating the rules which causes students to

face if they are not willing to comply with the uni-

get frustrated."

versity's parking policies.

Ritchie suggested that if students park

Ritchie stated that students who do not pay

versity Field, where a student was discovered to

"I think that Fairfield's ticketing system is
more a money-making scheme than it is a valid

where they are supposed to, students would find

their parking tickets before graduation will not

be in possession of alcohol but not marijuana,

parking system," stated Shane Tarca '15. "I can

that parking on campus would be a lot easier and

be able to walk and their diploma would be held

and was referred to student conduct.

only park at the Townhouses, but when I dropped

less frustrating.

until all fines are paid.
"You, as an individual, have responsibilities.

student conduct.
Saturday, 3/1
/ :24 a.m. An odor of marijuana led DPS to the
path between Alumni Softball Field and Uni-

a friend off at Mclnnes and helped her bring in

Underclassmen itching to get their cars on

He also said that there is an officer whose job is to

1:08 p.m. An odor of marijuana in Kostka Hall

groceries with my hazard lights on, I came back

campus are often ticketed for having an unregis-

We all have to play our part. You can't think that

led DPS to discover two students and a non-stu-

out and found a ticket waiting on my windshield."

tered vehicle on campus.

you can violate the rules and not pay for it," stated
Ritchie.

dent to be m possession of marijuana. Fairfield

Assistant Director of Public Safety John

For students who are repeatedly getting

Police issued one citation and the two students
were referred to student conduct.

Ritchie said he believes that enforcing parking
tickets to the student population teaches responsibility.

tickets on campus, Ritchie explained that after
five tickets, a student's car will be towed off campus and they will have to pay the tow fee.

"8 a.m., I know it's troubling if you live on

Ritchie and other public safety officers have

Ritchie stated, "We want to discourage

campus but we are trying to prepare you for the

found that all schools in the region are following

people from driving short distances, like driving

real world," stated Ritchie.

a very similar parking policy. However, it has also

to dinner or driving to class. You're constantly

been found that other schools may not ticket and

burning fuel in the environment. Just park where

will just tow students immediately.

you're supposed to."

Sunday, 3/2
9:16 p.m. A male student in Regis Hall was
discovered to be in possession of marijuana and

With regard to parking on campus, Ritchie

drug paraphernalia. He was cited by Fairfield

feels that there is more than enough parking for

Police and referred to student conduct.

the student body that is permitted to have their

"We don't do that though. The spin off with

cars on campus. For many students, it's just not

that is that you get compliance, but we are giving

where they want the spot to exactly be.

you five tickets in advance to let you figure out

According to Ritchie, the university issues
about 7,000 parking permits every year.
"They have to understand that the design of
the [Townhouses] area was not to accommodate

C>^
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what you are doing wrong," stated Ritchie.

this initiative by issuing parking tickets.

Some students have racked up bills that
have cost them $1,100 to $2,800.
Tarca stated, "If I were public safety, I'd give
out tickets on Dolan Hall where people fly up and

Ritchie said that there have been instances

down rather than giving out tickets for temporar-

where students are designing fake parking passes

ily parking somewhere on campus or rolling a

in order to be able to keep their car on campus.

stop sign."

all of the parking, but to accommodate students

"Every year we find that one or two students

Although public safety strictly enforces

to live in that kind of environment. Some stu-

are creating their own documents. We refer the

parking on campus, the rules do not apply for

dents are going to be asked to park in the Dolan

individual to the Dean of Students Office and we

them. Ritchie stated, "University vehicles are al-

parking lot, which is not directly in front of their

also have the ability to suspend their motor ve-

lowed to park in any lot. No violation."

house."

hicle privilege in future semesters."

Career planning offers intern tips
Continued from page 3
said that if a student cannot fit an internship into their semester

Paid or unpaid, an intern's experience largely depends on the curiosity, energy and enthusiasm he or she put into it.

schedule or if financial instability plays a major role in a student's

"There's a difference when an intern just asks for their assignment

declining an unpaid internship offer, there are steps to help supplement

and goes home than if they try to have conversations, asks people to

the forgone opportunity.

have lunch with them," Rupp said, and encouraged students to ask

One solution is to incorporate your field of interest into your summer job: "Is there anything you could be doing that keeps you tied to
the field you want to be in?" she rhetorically asked.
Tornabene urged students to "take advantage of whatever resourc-

questions and be engaged.
Senior Jesus Nunez initially had major communication setbacks
with his supervisors at his unpaid internship with the City of Bridgeport.

es they have to stay up to date on their field," offering suggestions in-

"I wasn't getting the information I needed to finish my projects in

cluding creating a blog about their industry of choice and maintaining
connections.

a timely manner," Nunez said. "They assumed I was a pro in the government field and never explained the jargon they used."

Aside from offering little to no pay and financially burdening

Intimidated and frustrated, Nunez persisted and was able to im-

students who choose to accept, unpaid internships are simultaneously
undergoing national scrutiny for allegedly imposing menial tasks upon

prove the overall experience. Although he is not interested in accepting
more unpaid internship positions, he will never forget his weapon for

interns, rather than truly challenging students to apply their degrees to

success: "I always asked questions."

daily tasks.
"Those internships," referring to the Conde Nast lawsuit, "where

Correction Box:

probably menial grunt work - and were actually coming from postgrad
Contact Information
Fairfield University
1073 North Benson Road.BCC 104
BoxAA, Fairfield, CT 06824
General email: info(y fairfieldmirror.com

Fairfield has been trying to "go green" and
DPS officers feel that they are playing a role in

students. I think a lot of what they were doing is illegal," Tara Rupp, the
internship coordinator for the Dolan School of Business said.
But Rupp dismissed the stereotype that is seemingly developing.
"Not all unpaid internships are about getting coffee," she said. "In fact,
sometimes we have paid interns who just did data entry," she commented on past reviews of paid internships through the School of Business.

Last week's edition of "In the world," was actually a reprint
from the previous week of 2/19/14. "In the world, week of February 26," is available on our website, fairfieldmirror.com, under the
"News" tab.
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Students debate Apollo Night protest
By Astrid Quinones
Contributing Writer
On Saturday night, Gonzaga auditorium
was filled with talent, laughter and applause as
students and staff performed for the Night at
the Apollo 2014 Talent Show. A planning committee, composed of students and staff members from the Office of Residence Life and the
Office of Student Diversity Programs, worked
together to put on a great show.
A student presented an original spoken
word piece that discussed their identity in a
provocative way. Due to the explicit language
of one line of the poem, the poet was given the
option to change it or not perform during the
show.
There was a verbal agreement that the
spoken-word piece would be performed after
the event because it was not the appropriate
venue. This event was not the place to express
the vulgar imagery. It was a space for students
to exhibit their talents, have fun and create a
supportive community. There are open mic
nights and other student-run events where the
piece could be heard and appreciated.
Although this seemed like a reasonable
compromise considering that the writer did
not want to alter their piece, students still felt
that it was unjust that their peer could not perform her piece.
A large group of students stood on the
stage and barricaded it so the poet's spoken
word could be heard. The atmosphere of the
show completely changed.
The students congregated on stage because they felt that rights of the artist were
impinged but what about the rights of the au-
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Board
Hot food, warm staff

Loan Le
Editor-in-Chief
Danica Ceballos
Executive Editor
Luigi DiMeglio
Managing Editor

dience members?
Families and children were in the audience but had no time to choose if they wanted
to listen. Students who have strong religious
beliefs were disregarded when the Virgin
Mary was desecrated. Students who have no
religious affiliation felt uncomfortable with
the the use of graphic imagery. Women felt
uneasy to hear such an offensive word used to
refer to their genitalia. Women who have experienced sexual violence were re-traumatized
at the thought of having an object forced into
their bodies. The freedom that the students
demanded actually disenfranchised others.
I have a few questions to ask the students
who stood on that stage:
Where are you when horrendous things
happen on campus? Students experience injustices every day but no one speaks up. Students confront sexual violence, racism, sexism
and homophobia but there are no protests,
demonstrations or rallies to take a stand.
Where is the unity when you are witness
to fellow peers being discriminated against
and victimized? If your actions are in solidarity, there should be more moments where
students put up a fight against inequity. Social
justice is not subjective. It is not about pushing
a personal agenda; it is to objectively challenge
the powers and forces that are executing injustice. You cannot pick and choose when to be
an advocate.
When are you talking about your struggles with gender, race, sexuality and class?
The challenges that students face are present.
Having dialogue and discussion would break
the barriers between students rather than creREAD REASON ON PAGE

Loan has asked Luigi to
bring her a cup of hot chocolate down from the Main
Dining Room consistently
for weeks. A new table for
the sweet treat with toppings is just another tool for
us to get through the crunch
of working under Tuesday
night deadline.
Barone's
grilled
chicken isn't dry or pink
anymore. The salad bar offers mixed greens — not just
iceberg. Food isn't running
out like it used to. The servery is active more hours.
The list of improvements
goes on and is beyond comforting for us as we endure
the colds lasting grip. Edu-

6

By Crystal Maria Rodriguez
Contributing Writer

"The second device is the use of concrete objects that hold some sort of sacred
It is not okay for these administra- value to the dominant group. This object
tors to be taking my body into these of- is then re-signified by the poet by placing
fices without me.
the object in settings or within language
Dismembering my vagina to define it that provokes thought and even indignaand take ownership of my agency.
tion. The point is to empty that powerful
Putting my body on the table and object and locate it or signify its felt and
discussing how it was offensive, taking actual meaning by the speaker in arenas
my liberation and using it against me, where you would never speak of the obstrategizing on how they can diffuse the ject (such as sexuality, abuse, economic
power of what happened that night.
injustice) to expose the link of those "saMy identity has become the land- cred" objects to oppressive systems ..."
scape for this battle.
I was told "...The reaction.is actually
the immediate goal of spoken word". So
Spoken Word Poetry:
I wrote to release all that was forbidden
inside me - without fear of the reaction.
I was taught by a professor, men"It's just that in [Crystal's] case,
tor and ally that spoken word poetry „ they knew the contents of the poem bestarted in the east coast, originating in fore [she] spoke (something that Pinero
Latin@ communities then Black neigh- would never agree to) and they censored
borhoods as an "alternative venue where [her]. Never let power, especially when
non-Columbia/NYU educated, poor, they somehow are the ones that "hold the
Spanglish-speaking, racially oppressed mic," know what you're going to say. If
groups carved their own space" to chal- it's effective, it'll challenge them, make
lenge norms that silence them in a form them angry and indignant. If they know
that is meant to be experienced immedi- how they'll feel beforehand, you won't get
ately with "particular rhetorical practices a chance to speak if they can help it"
In this school, from the people I have
and discursive tropes that make it "SPOKEN WORD" as opposed to "poetry read met, I have unlearned so much and it has
aloud." I was taught spoken word was in liberated me!
I am taking a feminist theology
my blood - I found it there.
Spoken word begins with a voice that course this semester that empowers me to
is "loud, upset, slightly angry (or a lot an- face my religion and sexuality and to use
gry) because the imagined addressee of the hermeneutics of remembrance and
the poem is POWER (or those in power)." suspicion on my own experiences and
READ FREEDOM ON PAGE 6
Anger is uncensored truth.

cation for an Inspired Life
starts at the stomach and we
applaud Sodexo for improving their work for our campus.
We know that our gratitude accurately reflects a
greater student sentiment
because of the positive social media commentary that
has flowed in. The favorite
tweets display has made the
conversation between the
student body and the staff
as transparent as possible.
Love it.
We suspect that the food
service contract being up
for bid is an added incentive for the dining scene improvements. We have seen

that student input has been
heard and honored. As the
bidding process progresses,
our dearest hope is that the
changes for the better are
here to stay.
If Sodexo is granted
another 10 years of service
here, the service throughout should reflect the performance that would have
earned them a contract renewal. To fully endorse Sodexo right now would be
premature, considering the
lack of experience we have
had with other companies
vying for the contract.
the idea of a different company serving us
demands consideration of

possible staff changes. Our
campus community and the
Sodexo staff have built a relationship. The staff overall
is courteous and friendly
— even accommodating
from what we have seen. We
do not know who will be
in the kitchens and behind
the counters next year, but
the way they conduct themselves is also of the utmost
importance.
As always, our thoughts
are with the dedicated workers who have an uncertain
future on this campus. Hot
food doesn't go down well
without a warm staff.
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Rampant misdiagnoses of ADHD children
By Meaghan Conlon
Contributing Writer
Hyperactive children are a
handful, as anyone who has been
near a toddler knows. Three- to
five-year-olds are loud, energetic
and have a short attention span
that I'm sure drives their parents
and teachers crazy. Young children
are just overflowing with energy —
everything is exciting and new to
them. Nothing holds their attention for long because there are just
way too many things to explore
and not enough time to do so.
In the past few years, there
has been a large increase in the
diagnosis of children ages three to
five with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, also known as
ADHD. As young kids enter pre-K
and kindergarten, they are expected to pay attention to their instructor and learn; those that cannot are
usually tested for ADHD. Children
are being diagnosed young in or-

der to combat the disorder before children who do have ADHD and
it begins to cause more problems. should be allowed proper treatHowever, for all those who do have ment and medication, there are
ADHD, thousands of kids have just as many who are faultily misbeen misdiagnosed.
diagnosed.
At age four, a child is still full
Just because young kids have
of an endless supply of energy and shorter attention spans and boundare not used to sitting still. When less energy doesn't mean they sufa child gets tested for ADHD, they fer from ADHD. Rather, they are
have a short appointment with a behaving like their peers by enjoydoctor who makes a diagnosis. ing playtime instead of sitting still
Then everyone continues on their for hours. Instead of immediately
merry way. That's not how it's sup- assuming every child who can't sit
posed to work. In order to ensure still or focus has ADHD, rememsomeone is properly diagnosed, ber that they haven't been in a
the process must include multiple classroom setting before.
It's a change that takes a long
visits to a pediatrician, reports
from family members and school time to adjust to — it's not a sign
and consideration of family his- of something deeper. People today
' need an explanation and a reason
tory.
Due to the high cost of going for everything; medication for this,
through that extensive procedure, medication for that. Why can't
a child's initial visit to their doctor children just enjoy themselves
is usually the only deciding factor while they're young, instead of beof whether or not a child receives ing put on medication so he or she
medication for ADHD. This is pre- will pay more attention in class.
posterous. While there are many Implement the extensive method

for diagnosis to help those who
need it and prevent the kids who

are just being kids from being one
of thousands misdiagnosed.

Letter to the Editor
•Situation in Ukraine continues
to get more sour.
• It's March and the ice sheet still
hasn't melted.
• John Travolta mispronounced
Idina MenzeTs name "Adel
Dazeem"at the Oscars.

•Men's basketball beats Marist
79-74,
"Boychoir" is filming this week!
•Only two weeks left until spring
break!

Freedom of speech
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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beliefs.
I CAN embrace and take the
Virgin Mary/Maria/Maryam into
the most sacred part of myself.
For once, I am choosing who can
be inside my body! I have been
fed the body of Christ and I have
drunk the blood of Christ.
Now I take a colored women
into the most sacred place of my
being! I will not consume her my mouth was rendered unsacred
- too unsacred for her - When
they "cut my tongue in E.S.L."
and fed me Christ's body before I
could understand what it meant!
Others have decided what
is offensive about my body. I am
not ashamed of my vagina. I used
Maria as a way to keep things out
and keep things in. I feel free to
say that I held on to my virginity
to protect me from the fear of being unworthy - and that was not
okay. I can say these things and
not feel afraid. I am not afraid of
these parts of me.

No matter what an institution does - they will not disempower me or taint what I learned
and unlearned at Fairfield University. I will not let them commit that injustice to the professors
that devoted themselves to showing us the truth, the peers that
stood with me and continue to
stay up long nights with me, to my
parents who made this education
a reality.
You cannot touch this. You
cannot disempower this student
body. We were forged in the furnace of our specific social locations and experiences. Do not underestimate who we are.
P.S. If a department at this
institution ever forces my mother
to defend me, my brother to watch
me be dehumanized - if my family
is ever disrespected and intruded
upon again I will use both of my
condemnable tongues to #ShattertheSilence.

This letter is in response to the article "New Student Leaders at Odds with Program Ethics Code" and the editorial
"Trust Issues" printed on Feb. 26, 2014.
The Professional and Leadership Standards that the Department of Student Programs and Leadership Development has implemented is an integral part of our mission. The standards state that no New Student Leader shall be in the
presence of or partake in illegal activity on or off campus. All potential New Student Leaders read and understand the
contract during the application process for their positions, as are they asked about it during their interviews before they
accept the position. These standards are not meant to be a form of "social suicide," but instead are just another way to
add to your Fairfield experience.
Two of the current chairs of Team '18 have been documented as NSLs in regards to the standards, and one is currently on probation. This has not stopped either of them from maintaining their positions and succeeding within this
department. Each of them were notified of the issue at hand and invited to a conversation with two of their supervisors.
This discussion was held with the intention of listening to their sides of the stories. From there, decisions were made on
the disciplinary action to follow. These examples show that SPLD is open to any and all discussion on a case-by-case
basis. Violating the standards is by no means an immediate end of the NSL experience.
After living by these standards for about a year, we believe that we have grown exponentially. As students ourselves,
we realize that this is a hard adjustment for many because we have certainly struggled with the standards in our own
ways. While difficult, we believe it is making us better leaders on campus and more well-rounded individuals just like
the Jesuit community promotes. As chairs, we hope to cultivate a team of student leaders that respect and uphold these
standards.
Ninety-six percent of Super '17 reported that they enjoyed their NSL experience and would recommend the position. Twelve members of Super '17 re-applied to participate and assist in the transition of incoming first-years. Through
personal experience, we c&n attest to the difficulty to live by these standards while recognizing that some of our closest
friends were made because of our participation. We had incredible experiences with Super '17 and we cannot wait to
begin this journey once again with our new team.
We have no problem "opening the floor for discussion within the new NSL team, and encourage those NSLs who are
selected to speak with us about any personal issues, including the department's standards.
Congratulations to those selected to Team 18! We expect a strong group of leaders who will thrive in their roles and
build on the accomplishments of their predecessors.
Co-Chairs of Team '18
Alii Scheetz '16
Amanda Murphy' 16
Jeannette Eckelman '16
Meghan Warchol '16

Standing up for the wrong reasons
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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ate them on the Gonzaga auditorium
stage. Separation destroys any line
of communication and trust. Understanding, knowledge, and acceptance
should be what we strive for.
What do you truly believe in? To
be an advocate for others, you must
know your values and beliefs. It is
imperative to be sure of who you are
and how you would like the world to
be. You must be informed in order to
take action. I don't think they knew
that the student had an opportunity
to change it.
From my vantage point, what
took place in Gonzaga on Saturday
was not an act of protest. The students

were not standing up against injustice. They were misinformed and fueled by anger without recognizing the
real truth.
As a committee member myself,
I felt that the hard work and dedication that was put into the planning
and execution of the show was disregarded and unrecognized. The students and staff who performed were
not appreciated for their vulnerability to go on stage. Instead, Night At
the Apollo 2014 Talent Show became
about one student's selfish outlook on
the situation..
By no means am I saying that a
poet should not feel hurt when being
asked to change their poetry. Being
a writer and performer, the products

of art that I create are personal. I understand that the poem came from
an honest and raw place; it's a piece
of the writer. The poem was beautiful when it was performed during
rehearsals. I could feel the pride and
strength through the performer's delivery. The poet's voice was heard loud
and clear.
However, Saturday night's demonstration showed that anger, spite
and manipulation can distort the true
message. That night, every curse and
damnation was not intended for the
restrictive society; they were pointed
directly at those who gave the option
to compromise. The words were not
intended for liberation and justice but
for self-serving satisfaction.

The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers: Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by email
to info@feirfkkimirrcccom or Box AA All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or online. The
Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks and should contain correct and factual information not exceeding 500 words.
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From coast to coas
Fairfield student to bike 2,400 miles for charity
By Danica Ceballos
Executive Editor
After a long day of classes and conflicts, Lauren Haviland '15 shuffled to
Gonzaga Hall for Glee Club practice at 6
p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 21. As she indifferently took her seat, she leisurely pulled
out her iPhone and scrolled through
her emails. When her eyes fell upon one
email, her day and her future were completely changed.
Haviland received an acceptance
letter to participate in the Bike & Build
program this summer. The team will depart from North Carolina on May 13 and
bike to California by July 21. Along the
way, the group of 30 members will stop
to build homes, while cycling anywhere
from 60 to 100 miles a day, with only
two full rest-days. The riders will sleep
in houses with host families, as well as
schools, churches and community centers. These hosts will also be responsible
for providing their food.
"You cant live without a roof over
your head. The more I thought about it,
the more 1 realized 1 wanted to be a part of
this cause," Haviland explained.
Part of the experience includes surrendering the luxuries that these riders
are accustomed to. Though the one technological device they are able to bring is
their cell phones, service throughout the
trip is predicted to be spotty.
The national nonprofit prides itself
on raising awareness and money for affordable housing. Fourteen days will be
dedicated to working with affordable
housing organizations such as Habitat

for Humanity, Rebuilding Together and
small local nonprofits. The group will
be building houses in cities like Chapel
Hill, Calif., Little Rock, Ark., Colorado
Springs, Colo, and Prescott, Ariz.
"She's living my dream," said her father Michael Haviland '82. "We're excited
... we're over the moon about it!"
Just last week, Haviland surpassed
her requirement of raising $4,500 by
S200. "We are deeply proud of riders like
Lauren who are so committed to the affordable housing cause that she is willing
to raise much-needed funds and spend
over two months biking across the country," said Justin Villere, Bike & Builds director of operations and outreach. "Bike
& Build provides the opportunity, but it is
the riders who make the lasting impact in
so many communities."
Haviland described her pull to the
program, saying, "It's something that,
for whatever reason, the first time I read
about it, I thought that is something I
want to do. It just clicked with me."
Haviland is no stranger to hard
work and intense exercise. With dreams
of joining the Rockettes, Haviland's
dreams were quickly crushed in April of
her senior year when she was diagnosed
with patellofemoral syndrome, a recurring and painful knee injury. With a slight
addiction to exercise, Haviland turned to
any outlet she could find.
She tried swimming, lifting, spinning, yoga and eventually running. Her
parents also influenced this road to
recovery by encouraging their daugliREAD BIKE ON PACK 11

Contributed by Lauren Haviland

Junior Lauren Haviland will embark on a two-month bike journey to raise awareness and money for affordable housing. She and 29 others will work with housing organizations in Arizona, Colorodo and more.
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Told By£rudoll

By Drusilla Ollennu
Fashion Columnist

When it comes to style & fashion, Drudoll tells all.

50 Shades of Pastel

Baby pinks, pale greens powder blues — pastels are classic. You can never go wrong with these delicate colors for a number of reasons:
Easy to Style: Styling is never an issue when pastels are concerned. Their light hues make them easy to work with so they can be effortlessly
combined with a variety of colors, including other pastels.
Timeless: Because these shades of color are so calm, they can be worn during any season. For the colder months, pair your pastels with neutrals. They are also perfect for the transition into warmer months. \
Safe and Exciting: Wearing bold and bright colors can be intimidating, but safe options can be boring. With pastels, there is a happy medium.
While pastels are a safe, go-to option, their whimsical hues can make any outfit playful.
Limitless: No matter what your skin tone is, pastels are for you. With a variety of these soft shades, there are so many options to choose from.

BCC turns into a
stomping ground

Brought over from Africa,
stepping is communication in
dance form. It's often performed
at universities by sororities and
fraternities, as portrayed in the
2007 film "Stomp the Yard."
The Players Club, in an event
sponsored by FUSA Cultural, were
founded to save the lives of struggling teens in neighborhoods that
don't support positive clubs. The
members were true performers
who sought to amuse viewers on
and off stage. While one person
took the mic or demonstrated
a move, other members moved
throughout the audience, sitting
down and playfully chatting up
students.
Of course, by far the most
hypnotizing aspect of their appearance was their stepping.
Stepping uses the body as the
instrument. The dancers punctuated each movement with sharp
stomps and. In sync, punctuated
by sharp stomps and hand movements, their sound resonated
throughout the lower level BCC,
where students sat enraptured
and others peered down from the
upper level. All faces forward, no
texting in sight. The Players had
students in their grasp, and that's
a lot to say about our generation.
Hopefully the next FUSA Cultural
event can be as engaging as this
was.
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The most pompous circumstance ...
or why the Oscars are pointless
By Leigh Tauss
Opinion Editor

disappointed? I cooked my
boyfriend a delicious steak
dinner, let the wine flow
graciously and tuned in for
what I had hoped would be
the television event of the
year.
Boy, was I disappointed.
First of all, youd
think having every living
celebrity who's ever had a
Wikipedia page in the same

room would be the least bit
exciting. Nope. The show
seemed to drag on forever,
delivering the same dizzying pan over the packed
crowd of shining botoxed
faces. The music seemed
like it would be more appropriate for a funeral, and
in the end, it kind of was.
All of my favorite actors looked like they were
on the verge of death. Han

Music Review

Shah: a rapper on the rise
^ontri
Contributed
by Elizabeth Cleveland /
Associate Manager at Day One
Though* he grew up in a rough, forgotten neighborhood, Shah perservered
to graduate from medical school. Despite this success, he pursues music
as his true calling.
-

By Jasmine Raghunandan
Contributing Writer
Anew voice is making its way as an upcoming local artist of rap music. After
having listened to Shah's first five debut
songs on his EP "Today," I have come to the simple conclusion that he is like any new artist: he's
got raw talent and a strong voice.
The music itself is enticing. Each of his songs
incorporates a stylized pop sensation that is vibrant to the ears, no matter what genre of music
you are interested in. You can prominently hear
the instruments introduce the song in an appealing style. A few seconds later, the songs dive into
a typical rap-style rhythm. Once his lyrics merge
with the track, the songs have the potential to
take on a different form dependent on the lyrics,
beat and rhythm. Here is where each song can be
scrutinized on the basis of the flow of the music
mixed with Shah's deep, low voice.

"Untouchable": Shah's official rap-exposure
to the world and also our first reciprocation of
what I originally criticized as a rusty and off-beat
voice. Gradually, this voice became acceptable
and pleasing to the ear after listening to the next
few tracks and getting a feel for Shah's style.
After hearing "Untouchable," I first thought
that Shah either had a very nasally voice, or was
just off-beat. After listening repeatedly to all of
his tracks, I realized that, yes, it does sound a bit
off-beat at times. The beat at which he spews out
his lyrics is either too fast or too prominent than
the slower and more subtle beat of the music.
However, his second track "Ex" saves him
from my scrutiny and proves that he can live
up to the commercialist-side of music. Vulgar,
catchy lyrics, a rhythmic beat in both music and
voice and a typical house-party theme allows this
song come to life. Surprisingly, this is Shah at his
greatest because it is a song that will sell. It's per-

fect commercialism. Even if you totally despise
the song's lyrics, you cannot ignore the fact that
it is catchy. It has an "it's Friday" effect on you
where, as annoying as Rebecca Black's voice was,
you still caught yourself singing the chorus.
Similarly, his latest track, "Memorize This
Moment," has a lively theme invoked by a different composition of music which complements
his voice much more than his other tracks, while
also incorporating powerful lyrics. At the same
time, the presence of other voices in his chorus
really adds to the song's power overall. Even if his
rapping is too fast for the average listener, you
can still appreciate the overall instruments and
voices that collaborate in this piece.
It is indefinite as to whether Shah will become the next big thing, but I believe that he is
most certainly on his way.

+

Food
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ByTrishDoheny
Food Columnist
Feeling in the mood
for some comfort? I
thought I'd share with
you my newest favorite recipe
creation, which has quickly
become my favorite guilt-free
morning treat! The pancakes
are gluten free, dairy-free,
refined-sugar free and you
would never be able to tell.
Plus, they are packed with
protein and fiber and will melt
any sweet tooth's mouth.
While creating them, I noticed it is quite difficult to keep
them in their pancake form as
a result of their density and
lack of gluten, of course, so
it is best to keep them small
if you are going for the pancake shape - they will work,
but you have to be patient. If,
however, you aren't always patient like me, you can change
things up and wow the crowd
by plopping that frying pan in
the oven and creating a fluffy
pancake "frittata." The only
difference is the way you cook
them. Either way, keep your
oven at 345 degrees Fahrenheit to start out, and decide
later; it will be beneficial because you can use your oven
as a warmer if you decide to
go the traditional route!
Here's how to make this
divine creation:
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Dark Chocolate Banana
Pancake Frittata

Dark Chocolate Banana
Pancake Frittata
Dry ingredients:
2 teaspoons baking soda
1/2 teaspoon sea salt
4 tablespoons brown rice
flour
1/4-1/2 cup blanched,
minced raw almonds (just
splash some water on your almonds and blend up in a food
processor)
Wet ingredients:
1/2
cup
unsweetened
pure coconut milk or homemade almond milk
2-3 teaspoons raw honey
3 eggs
1 container applesauce
(or roughly 3/4 cup)
For the pan:
Organic, unrefined, coldpressed coconut oil (awesome
for cooking because it can
handle a lot of heat and because it's great for you)
To drop onto batter:
2 bananas, diced, (use
more or less depending on
preference)
2 ounces chopped or
shaved unsweetened 100 percent cacao
In a mixing bowl, combine wet ingredients, whisk
together. Mix together dry
ingredients. Fold wet ingredients into dry ingredients.
Add 1 tablespoon coconut oil
to frying pan. If you are going
the traditional pancake route.

drop about 1/4 cup of your
pancake mixture into the pan.
Plop about 2 tablespoons of
your diced bananas and 1 teaspoon chocolate shavings on
top of batter. Wait about four
minutes, or until the edges
start to form and brown, flip
and wait another four minutes
on the other side.
Frittata: If you want to
switch it up, and go for a
fluffier concoction, add your
tablespoon of coconut oil to
your frying pan, pour in the
batter (pan should now be
about 3/4 full). Let it cook
and firm up for about eight
minutes. Use your judgement
to determine if you'll need
more time. The edges should
start to form enough that if it
were a traditional pancake, it
would be okay to flip. Once it
has gotten to the point where
the edges are firm, place the
entire pan in the oven at 345
degrees Fahrenheit for about
10 minutes, or until you can
stick a fork in it and it comes
out clean!
Et Voila!
As always, follow me on
my blog www.nutrishus.wordpress.com for more recipes
and research!
Bon appetit et bonne sante,
Trish

WVOF
What to listen to next
By Jana Novak
WVOF Music Director

Real Estate - "Atlas u
If you're a longtime fan of Real Estate or you're just hearing about them
now, be sure to listen to their newest album released this week. With the New
Jersey band's third and best record to date, they have found a way to make
full use of their familiar sound without being redundant. Frontman Martin
Courtney's vocals mesh with the crisp guitar melodies perfecdy, and the lyrics are more poignant than ever. The whole production is so comfortable but
graceful in the way that only Real Estate can be.

St. Vincent - "St. Vincent"
Annie Clark, the ferocious woman behind St. Vincent, has returned
with a flawlessly versatile album. Her signature gritty guitar style that has
been revered by many comes through with full force, along with some
heavy distortion, brass instrumentation and synths. It is a whirlwind of
creativity, both lyrically and instrumentally, which is no surprise when it
comes to St. Vincent.
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Modern Baseball "You're Gonna Miss It All a
The band's sophomore album is a lot more confident and better
produced than their first, but still keeps the charm of a small town,
pop-punk sound. The lyrics are catchy and clever, half-yelled over
upbeat drum-driven melodies. Even with the snarky undertones, the
emotions on "You're Gonna Miss It All" embrace honest self-awareness and early adulthood anxieties that anyone can relate to.
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Oscars were just
disappointing
CONT. FROM PAGE 9
Solo looked like he had just OD'd on froyo.
Travolta clearly never got out of character
after Hairspray. Liza Minnelli looked like
she's been prematurely inducted into a wax
museum.
I guess some of the 20th century's
most prolific actors seem immortal, but
unfortunately they're not. They're all dying slow, drawn out. and over-publicized
deaths. And for most of them, their next
big headline will be their New York Times
Obituary.
But I digress.
The dusty typewriter backdrop that
appeared when Best Screenplay was announced is a testament to how archaic a
ceremony this is. No one writes on a typewriter anymore, but it's a symbol for the
purity of artistic expression without edits.
There's no going back to alter what's been
inked in on a typewriter, and I suppose the
coordinators of the Oscars feel the same
way: that this ceremony is literally too sa...ii"
cred to be updated.
Well I'm sorry buf'it's ^way mo le UW
ficient to write on a computer. Likewise, I
think incorporating technology into the
performances would seriously enhance the
Oscars. For example: when Idina Menzel
(or as Travolta called her, Adele Dazeem)
took the stage to sing the power ballad anthem from Disney's "Frozen," the backdrop
was a crystal curtain. Really? You couldn't
have found a more interesting way to bring
one of the most breathtaking animated
sequences, where the protagonist builds
a castle out of ice, to life? Why not put an
animated backdrop and incorporate scenes
from the movie, giving the audience something to look at and listen to.
But "the Academy," aka a bunch of
rich, overrated has-beens, would never
see something like that happen because it
would take away from the illusion that the

Oscars are at all authentic. Well, I'm sorry, but the Oscars are nothing more than
a yearly excuse for the most overhyped
people on the planet to pat themselves on
the back for how great they are. And guess
what? This long, boring television event undermines that supposed greatness in every
way through revealing that these demigods
are little more than over-inflated hot air
balloons filled with farts.
On a lighter note, Leo DiCaprio was
snuffed once again for best actor, visibly
holding bade fears for the phallic statue he
hardly deserved for the pointlessly pornographic and wildly overrated "The Wolf of
Wall Street." I think the more Leo cries, the
better actor he becomes, so keep the tears
a'flowin.
I also want to take the time to mention: I was really digging Matthew McConaughey before he made an egotistical
fool of himself with what may have been
the longest and most delusional acceptance
speech pf all time for his role as the AIDSrattled rascal in "Dallas Buyers Club." He
thanked God for, I'm not sure what exactly,
before-going on to proclaim that his biggest hero is himself in 10 years. I can't wait
to see how that theory holds if he ever hits
the triple digits. Give the guy a little bit of
recognition and he thinks he's Moses on the
mound; but here's hoping they make a sequel to "How to Lose a Guy in Ten Days" to
knock him down a notch.
However, although I hate this boring
and pompous parade of idiocy, I find solace in the fact that Hollywood's death is on
the horizon. As the most talented actors
migrate toward TV, in a few years, no one
will care about who had the most generic
red carpet dress because we'll all be watching stuff that actually matters.
I think it's high time we trim the fat off
the Oscars. And by a little, I mean chop off
the head, bury it and never make me skip
another week of "Shameless" again.
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Student prepares for
cross-country journey
CONT. FROM PAGE 7
ter to participate in their passion: cycling. Though her two older brothers, Tyler Haviland '13
and Mike Haviland did not want to join in on the family fun, Haviland and her parents made
day trips out of biking from their home in Ridgewood, N. J., up the Tappan Zee Bridge. Enjoying
family lunches amid the journey, these 60-mile weekend rides were always fun for Haviland.
In addition to this new-found love, Haviland discovered a way to connect her exercise to a
i jfjmilial cause. A few years ago, Haviland's grandfather was diagnosed with Parkinson's Disease.
Because he resides in upstate New York, Haviland is unable to visit her grandfather as much as
she would like to. Last September, Haviland participated in her first century ride, a 100-mile
bike ride to support her grandfather and raise awareness and money for Parkinson's Disease.
"My parents had more faith in me than I had in myself? Haviland admitted. "They said I
would be fine, and I was."
When she returned from studying abroad in Spain last summer, she began her training for
the century ride. Though she did not stick to a strict regimen, Haviland exercised daily. "It's my
stress reliever," she said. "It's my time."
On the first Saturday in September, Haviland woke up at 6:30 to an unusually cold and
overcast morning in Maine. "I was not prepared for it," Haviland chuckled. "My legs were numb."
As she prepared for her first long cycling feat, she noticed the beach shacks that were
neighboring the humble hotel she was staying in. Eating a small bowl of oatmeal, Haviland
explained the whole experience to be very humbling.
At 7 a.m., Haviland and her parents reported to the starting line. Soon into the race, Haviland's family settled into a pacing group that helped to carry them along. A few times throughout the trip, the members stopped to refuel and rehydrate at the rest stops.
"The further into it you get, you just get a block. It flies by' she said. As the day went on,
the sun peaked through the clouds and the fog dissipated. When they completed the journey,
the sun was shining and the temperature had reached the 70s.
"It was really fun. I had never done anything like that and the community that the cyclists
had is just very encouraging," said Haviland. "It's such a unique community that I was never
exposed to."
Haviland is proud of her accomplishment of completing the century ride and was inspired
to apply for Bike & Build this summer. "One of the women told me that she loves Bike & Build
and they host people all the time," she explained, identifying the final push that encouraged her
to apply for the summer experience.
The psychology and Spanish double major has always had a passion for service. While she
is a member of Fairfield's Health Professions Program studying occupational therapy, she also
strives to live by the Jesuit values, specifically Men and Women for Others.
"Lauren is passionate and determined with everything she is involved in. Bike & Build is
a program which encompasses two very important aspects of her life: fitness and helping others," said Jenelle Abbatista '15, one of Haviland's best friends and previous roommates. "This is
an ideal opportunity to help her grow and learn. I am so proud of her and I know it will be an
incredible experience."
In preparation for her big summer adventure, Haviland devotes at least one hour a day to
working out at The Edge. If weather permits, she plans to hit the pavement for a long ride on
Saturday for the first time this season. Haviland plans on devoting a few hours every weekend
for her long rides of about three hours, traveling around 60 miles.
Though Haviland admitted some hesitations for the upcoming trip, such as sleeping on
floors and doing communal laundry, her emotions are dominated by excitement. "I think it is
going to be a very eye-opening experience," she said. "As much as they've told us about it, I'm
really excited to just start."
At the beginning of the trip, Haviland will dip the back wheel of her bike into the Atlantic
Ocean. She is anxiously anticipating the moment at the end of her journey when she will dip her
front wheel into the Pacific Ocean in San Diego.

■
■

Contribute to The Mirror.
Add a line to your resume.
Apply your writing skills.
Get published.
Party like a journalist.

Learn.
Mondays at 7 p.m.
Brainstorm and pitch stories and
talk to editors.
Thursdays at 7 p.m.
Critiques from the EIC and Mirror
adviser Dr. Xie.
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bint/Counterpoint: True Detective
Robert Joyce Staff Writer

Leigh Tauss Opinion Editor
Matthew McConaughey
transforms anamorph style
into a Komodo Dragon and
bites Woody Harrelson's
head off before blastoid laser cannons burst forth from
his forehead and he burns
the state of Louisiana to the
ground. He bangs Woody's
wife, again, and everyone
goes home with lots of Emmy s.
No, but seriously, this
show has sauntered forward at a snail's pace. I'm
not complaining, I'm loving
every painstakingly drawnout second of it, but c'mon.
How long has it been since
we knew it was Spaghetti
Face behind it all. And we
only just see his face in the
last second of the second to
last episode. I'm going to call
bulldogs.
There is no way they are
going to find a way to gracefully tie together the remaining loose ends in just one
episode. And that's all they
have. There will be no second
season, this is it. And they
have held the suspense without advancing the plot to the
point of diminishing returns.
"True Detective" should
take a lesson from final season of the once venerable
"Dexter." When you have an
entire season where nothing
happens for the sake of holding the audience's suspense,

HBO's "True Detective"
isn't any ordinary television
crime drama. It's not just
a remarkably clever tale
about the "good cops,"
underdogs going
up against powerful, evil and
unknown enemies.
The
viewer is taken
along for a tale
that traverses
time like no other
show has before.
Decades pass like
minutes in the time
frozen bayou of Louisiana, as state police
detectives Rust Cohle
and Marty Hart, portrayed by Matthew McConaughey and Woody
Harrelson, investigate a Satanic sex abuse and murder
conspiracy that intertwines
the ancient part, recent
past and the contemporary.
The satanic, ritualistic
killings of women and children in a poor, rural land
of nothingness; the perfect
setting to commit a crime.
The conspiracy embodies
the darkest of evils, now
confirmed to be perpetrated by dangerous and powerful public
figures, and executed through the in-

all you are doing is setting
yourself up for a disastrous
and sloppy last episode. Or a
cop-out cliffhanger.
And that would be the
most pathetic option of all.
If, after all of this hype, and
seriously amazing acting,
they just let the story go eternally unresolved, they will
have squandered a tremendous opportunity and tarnished the brilliance of the
last seven episodes.
However, I'm going to
try and remain optimistic.
My prediction for the
season finale?
It all goes down
in a blaze of glory
old western style
£s*
gun battle. McConaughey kills
the big bad, but
mortally
wounds
himself in the process. He
dies in Harrelson's arms and
both find some semblance
of redemption. Harrelson's
wife refuses to take him
back and the last shot of
the show is her placing
flowers gently on McConaughey's grave.
Or maybe they don't
catch the guy, they all die,
and none of it matters anyway because it's just a stupid
TV show.

Editor's note:

Point/Counterpoint wants to give students on campus a chance to voice their opinions on specific issues. The topics must be
relevant to a majority of the student population and can be a current event or a long-standing issue. If you would like to be
featured in the column, contact info@fairfieldmirror.com.

Stags Say...

Notable Quotes
Katelyn Miller
Freshman

Chris Gutierrez |
Freshman
I don't even see
the movie crew
and stuff. It doesn't
even feel like
there's a movie
being shot. It's not
that I don't care, I
just don't actually
see it happening
on campus so I
go about my usual
business.

nocent guise of rural Christian schools
and congregations.
The show's incorporation of supernatural and satanic themes with
a constantly developing mystery plot
draws the attention of viewers, while
technical achievements like a tense,
action-packed, six-minute tracking
shot through a housing project (which
required a steadicam operator to be
hoisted over a tall fence by a crane,
mid-shot) keep the viewer glued, begging for more.
The attention of detail by the
creators in regards to foreshadowing
(whether it be false or true, we can
only hope to find out) has allowed
for mass speculation by the audience.
Some theorize that Cohle or Hart are
secretly involved in the conspiracy.
There is a theory called "The Five
Horsemen," which draws its evidence
on the recurring appearance of the
number five hidden throughout episodes, representing possibly five killers
at the top of the conspiracy.
Throughout the series, the detectives work to uncover what, in the end,
could never be fully explained or understood.
"True Detective" has a great storyline — but its greatness doesn't stop
there. If you take the time to step
back and view the show for how it
is told, you will realize that it is not
just a great story, but rather a story
about the art that is storytelling. The
nonlinear timeline paired with the
ambiguity and tenacity of the plot
combine into one of the most powerful and captivating television series of
all time.

What do you think of
having a movie filmed on
campus?

I was unaware a
movie was
happening now, but
it would be
interesting to learn
more.

Carolyn Kosewski |
Senior

Stephen Boundy |
Senior

It's really cool but
they took over my
parking lot!

I think the movie is
something different
and new for Fairfield.
The fact that we will
all see Bellarmine in
theatres soon will be
awesome!

Daniel Delgado
Freshman
I'm not a really big movie person, so I don't care too much.
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Weekly 4x5
Because they
like to talk...

Jennifer Calhoun
Sports Editor
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Your 2013-2014 4x5 Columnists:
Jennifer Calhoun, Luigi DiMeglio, Thomas Shea and special guest
Robert Joyce

What are you most looking
MAAC basketball tournament
forward to when the whether gets starts Thursday. Got any predicwarmer?
tions?

One word for LeBron's 61-point
performance?

Who looked the best on the Oscar's
red carpet?

Thoughts on the fact that Mac
Daddy's in town closed recently?

Not having to put on like seven
layers of clothes when I go to get
my car ^ tne Regjs parking lot.
An(j not getting me can from Dps

It's always a good time when the
MAAC Tournament rolls around.
At least this year, students can
actually go.

Cool.

Lupita. Are you kidding me?

DEPRESSION.

I won't be nearly as upset, no matter what happens, because Loyola
Maryland isn't in the MAAC anymore. They killed our vibe when we
almost made the big dance in 2012.1
very strongly dislike them.

Kobe!

Oh my God. I don't care.

to shovel my car out in the snow.

Luigi DiMeglio
Managing Editor

w

Thomas Shea
Multimedia
Manager

Point Days, cigars on the Meat
porch, fine dimes in spring
attire.

Finally get to break out my bikini.
That's right, just picture all this
greatness in a little two-piece.

mi
Corona with a lime wedge.
Robert Joyce
Ray Liotta
Impersonator/
Staff Writer

I always say Fairfield is going to win everything, no matter what sport and they
never do (except you, volleyball. Way to
be). So for the men, Til take Manhattan.
The women could be a different story.
Stags might need a little help to get Iona
out of the picture though
Basketball hasn't lost yet?

.. and Clam Jam. Duh.

What to watch for:
Friday:

,

Pass.

I was going to go with that female
actress I saw from behind wearing
white, with really nice hair. But then
she turned around and it was Jared
Leto.

I'm not sure about who looked
best on the red carpet, but Marty
Scorcese was killing it munchin'
on that pizza mid-show.

It will join Bravo's, Fitness Deli
and Pizzeria Uno Chicago Bar &
Grill in Fairfield restaurant heaven.

It's too bad really. Any place that put
mac 'n cheese with bacon is good in my
book I'm more worried that another
froyo/smoothie place will open up there
now. If there's anything Fairfield needs,
it's another one of those because the six
we already have is clearly not enough.
Was "Mac Daddy's" a strip club or
something like that? If so, that's
too bad.

What you missed:
Wednesday:
Women's lacrosse defeated Holy Cross, 8-1

Baseball at George Mason, 2:30 p.m.
Men's lacrosse fell to Hofstra, 9-7

Friday:
Men's basketball defeated Marist, 78-74
Women's basketball fell to Canisius, 52-48 (OT)

Saturday:
Men's lacrosse vs. Yale, 3 p.m.

Saturday:
Women's tennis fell to Seton Hall, 4-0

Women's lacrosse vs. Vermont, noon.
Softball fell to James Madison, 9-1
Men's tennis vs. Lafayette, 7 p.m.
Baseball split with Richmond, 1-9 and 13-2
Women's tennis vs. Lafayette, TBD

Sunday:
Women's basketball defeated Niagara 74-62
Baseball fell to Richmond, 8-0

Sunday:

Tuesday:
Men's lacrosse fell to Providence 14-11

Baseball at George Mason, 1 p.m.
Women's lacrosse defeated Lehigh. 7-5

Sports
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Women's lacrosse earns comeback win over Lehigh
By Jesse Erickson
Contributing Writer
After being down three goals
after the first half, the Stags knew
they needed to change up their
game if they wanted to get the 7-5
win against Lehigh on March 3 at
University Field.
Originally, the matchup was
scheduled for March 2, but due
to ongoing frigid temperatures
and constant threats of inclement
weather, the game was rescheduled
to Monday.
And although the temperature
increased by about 10 degrees,
the cold weather seemed to have
forced the women's lacrosse team
to take a slow start in the first half
of the game.
For the start of the game,
the Lehigh Mountain Hawks
dominated against the Stags in
goal scoring. Although the Stags
lead Lehigh in draws won and
shots taken, Fairfield struggled to
play defensively.
Of the six shots Fairfield
made, only one made it into the
net while the Mountain Hawks
were able to make five shots and
put four into the goal, making
the score 1-4. Fairfield's captain,
Melanie Raso '14, was the sole goal
scorer for the team during the first
half.
"I was disappointed with the
way we started up today, I don't
know if it was the weather or the
change. Every game has been a

change whether it be where we
are playing or injuries," said Head
Coach Mike Waldvogel. "But
there's really no excuse for the first
half, we were flat and it showed."
Last season, the women's
team defeated Lehigh 9-4. After
struggling during the first half of
the game, the team wanted to turn
the game around and make their
overall record against Lehigh,
since 1998, even with six wins and
six losses. And as the second half
of the game began, it was clear
that the mindset of the team had
completely changed.
Starting the half off strong,
Raso scored the first goal of the
second half only six minutes into
the game. Three minutes later,
teammate
Julieanne
Mascera
'16 put another point on the
scoreboard, making the score of
the game 3-4 only 10 minutes into
the second half.
As the game continued,
Lehigh managed to make another
and final goal, but Fairfield fired
back with three more goals in
the remainder of the second half.
As Fairfield's intensity picked up,
so did Lehigh's aggression. In the
second half of the game, Lehigh
received 22 fouls while Fairfield
only received 1.
That gave the Stags a big
advantage. With three minutes
left in the game, Fairfield's defense
kept the Stags ahead, making the
final score of the game 7-5. The
second half was a completely

different game than the first.
"I thought our determination
in the second half was great. We
really came focused and started
moving the ball because we had
the potential to do that," said
Waldvogel. "In the second half, we
were playing as a team with hustle
and determination."
Without the help of Raso,
who scored four of the seven goals,

a win would have been difficult.
"Mel did a great job out there,
not only what she did scoring wise,
but generating good looks for
other teammates and that makes a
big difference," stated Waldvogel.
Looking forward, under the
guidance of their captain, the team
has set their standards high for the
rest of the upcoming season.
The team is looking to come

together to play both halves
strong, to win games and most
importantly, to win the MAAC
tournament. The Stags will use
the next couple of out-of-league
games to prepare themselves for
the competition they will face in
the MAAC.
On March 8 the team will host
Vermont at University Field.

Contributed by Fairfield Sports Information Desk
Senior Melanie Raso holds the ball for the Stags. Raso scored four of seven goals for the Stags on Tuesday.

Men's lacrosse falls
to Providence
By Jennifer Calhoun
Sports Editor

You've come this far.
Nowr take your next big step.
Learn how to meet the demands of global business with the Bryant Graduate School
of Business. Bryant offers full-time master's degree programs specifically designed
for recent graduates who want to prepare for success in the competitive job market.
MBA ONE-YEAR PROGRAM

Full-time day program for all majors
• Gain credentials and experience that
distinguish you in the job market
• Benefit from real-world practicum
and consulting opportunities
• Fast track your career, with no
professional work experience required
• Specializations in:
Global Supply Chain Global
Finance International Business

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING (MPAc)

With what has started as a strong twowin season opening for men's lacrosse has
since turned into a 2-2 record, following
losses to Hofstra and Providence.
In a hard-fought game on Alumni Field,
Fairfield men's lacrosse fell 14-11 to the
visiting Providence Friars.
From the first quarter, the game was in
Providence's hands as they quickly went up
2-0 over the Stags. Fairfield cut their lead in
half with a goal by Tristan Sperry '15 with
6:09 to play in the quarter.
Much like the beginning of the game,
Providence would score two goals in
succession before the Stags would respond
with a goal from TJ Neubauer '16 with 50
seconds left in the quarter.
In 15 minutes, there were already six
goals and the game was just getting started.
The second quarter belonged solely
to the Friars as they scored five goals in 13

shots and went into the halftime break with
a solid 10-4 lead over the Stags.
In the following half, the Stags would
try to gain ground on the Friars. But when
the final whistle blew, the Stags could not
fight back and finished the game three goals
behind.
Neubauer led the Stags with three
goals and an assist, which tied his career
best. Sperry ended the game with two goals
and two assists. Senior Eric Warden, Jake
Knostman '17 and Dave Fleming '17 each
added two goals to Fairfield's effort.
On the defensive end, Jack Murphy
'15 recorded eight saves, along with three
ground balls, and caused two turnovers
while tending the net for the Stags.
The Stags are in action again on March
8 when they host Yale at 3 p.m., which is
part of a doubleheader with the women's
team. Both teams are raising funds for the
Wounded Warrior Project

Full-time day program for accounting majors
• Meet the 150-hour requirement for
CPA licensure
• Complete your program in two terms:
summer/fall, summer/summer,
fall/spring or spring/summer
• Pursue a tax concentration with
summer/fall or summer/summer
schedule

Application Deadlines:
PRIORITY: April 15
REGULAR: July 15

To learn more, visit www.bryant.edu/BelnDemand

Thomas Shea/The Mirror
Grad Student Michael Roe handles the face-off against Providence on Tuesday afternoon.
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Stags pull out win on Barrow's senior night

Contributed by Fairfield Sports Information Desk
Senior Maurice Barrow defends against a Providence player earlier this season. Barrow, the lone senior for the Stags, helped the Stags defeat Marist on his senior night.

By Tram Day
Contributing Writer
"It never is easy,'' Fairfield
head coach Sydney Johnson said,
managing a smile outside of the
locker room following a narrow 7974 win.
On the shoulders of Maurice
Barrow '14 and Marcus Gilbert
'16, Fairfield survived a late charge
from the Marist Red Foxes in the
final game of their regular season.
The nearly 2,400 in attendance [-'airfield's second-largest crowd of
the season - witnessed an impressive
first-half performance.
Typical of the youthful Stags,
strong defense was overshadowed

by foul trouble. Fairfield committed
their seventh team foul with nearly
12 minutes still to play. Not typical
was the offensive performance that
came with them.
Marcus Gilbert would hit his
fifth 3-poihter of the half to put
Fairfield up 26-12 before Marist
coach Jeff Bower had enough,
calling his second timeout with 7:32
to play.
Fairfield continued to run
the floor at both ends. A Malcolm
Gilbert '15 tip-in pushed the lead
to 21, their largest against any team
this season. The Stags would cool
off, but take a 40-25 lead at halftone.
Fairfield's foul trouble (10 in
the first half) was canceled out by
Marcus Gilbert's 15 points, all of

which were 3-pointers. Only two
turnovers, coupled with 11 secondchance points and 15 points off the
bench fueled the offense.
The Stags continued to shoot
well, including Barrow hitting his
fourth 3-pointer of the night to give
the Stags a 61-46 lead with 9:10 to
play. However, Marist would slowly
but surely chip away at the lead.
Following a Barrow free throw
at 6:44, Fairfield went ice cold as a
5-0 Marist run whittled the lead
down to nine following the last
media timeout.
Marist cut the lead to five with
just over a minute to play after a
3-pointer from forward
Jay Bowie. Fairfield's crowd,
and certainly head coach Sydney

Johnson, were fearing yet another
late-game collapse from the Stags.
A Barrow layup would edge the
lead to seven, but a steal and a layup,
following a Marist free throw would
pull the lead right back to 73-69
with 50 seconds on the clock.
A Marist jump shot and pair
of free throws in the last 30 seconds
would pull the Red Foxes within
three, but that was as close as they
would get. Barrow would be fouled
and make one of two free throws in
his last appearance on a Fairfield
court to seal a 78-74 win.
Barrow and Marcus Gilbert
paced the Stag offense with 22
points apiece. Freshman K.J. Rose
added 11 of his own off the bench.
Fairfield closed the regular season

with a 4-16 league record, 7-24
overall.
Entering
the
MAAC
tournament as a number 10 seed
later this week, they will play seventh
seeded St. Peter's. The Peacocks have
a 13-16 overall record, 9-11 in the
conference. Fairfield dropped both
match-ups with them this season by
one point each.
The game will be played on
Thursday, March 6 in Springfield,
Mass.
"You always want to be playing
your best basketball at the end of the
season," Johnson said. They're really
enjoying their time ... and we're
trying to make the best of it. We
want to strike lightning in a bottle."

Past actions may impact future NFL players
By Matthew Schneider
Sports Columnist
As the 2014 NFL Draft draws
nearer, prospective players are being
given the chance to show why they
should be picked. Whether it is through
the NFL scouting combine or through
private workouts for individual teams,
these college players want to make a
good impression on teams in order to
ensure that they are given a shot in the
NFL.
Most of the time, players are
picked solely on talent without much
regard to their past. However, such may
not be the case this year, as two of the top
prospects have rather checkered pasts,
which is causing concern amongst NFL
general managers.
Former Texas A&M quarterback
Johnny Manziel (known colloquially as
"Johnny Football" for his great skill) was
long considered the probable number
one overall pick in the draft, though this
is no longer the case. Manziel, who is a
well-known partygoer, has been called

immature and unprepared by ESPN
analyst Ron Jaworski.
Jaworski,
a
former
NFL
quarterback himself, said, "I'm not
crazy about him, to be honest with you.
I've only looked at five games. I wouldn't
take him in the first three rounds. Its
incomplete right now, but he has not
done a whole lot for me."
This is very surprising, considering
how highly touted a prospect Manziel is.
The idea that he could drop a few rounds
in the draft is not one that Manziel is on
board with, as he is on record for saying
that the Houston Texans passing over
him as the first pick would be "the worst
decision they've ever made."
As time passes, however, more
and more people are starting to agree
that Manziel is not worthy of the first
overall pick. His lack of maturity, as
well as his small stature, have been cited
as reasons for teams to stay away from
him, though I'm sure that some team
will take a chance on Manziel in May.
Another top prospect with a
questionable past is former University

of South Carolina defensive end
Jadeveon Clowney. Clowney, like
Manziel, has been referred to as
lacking maturity, as evidenced by
the multiple speeding tickets he has
received recently. However, his large
size, (6'-6", 249 pounds) combined with
his unbelievable 40-yard dash time,
(4.53 seconds) has brought him into
consideration for the first overall pick.
Though it is unfair, Clowney
has practically been given a pass for
his previous wrongdoings as a result
of his impressive combine results.
Many teams (including the Texans)
that were not previously considering
picking Clowney have been forced to
re-evaluate their draft strategies, all
because he performed so well at the
combine. At this point, the hype about
Clowney has gotten so large that his past
is being blotted out, letting him get off
easy.
I would not be surprised if the
Texans take Clowney first overall, as he
is the type of player that can really turn a
franchise around. If he gets paired with

J.J. Watt, any quarterback facing the
Texans will be shaking where he stands.
However, that is not to say that I
think it is right for players to have their
pasts forgotten about because of how
talented they are at football. All should
be held responsible for their actions,
and even though it seems like Clowney
is being let off easier than Manziel, it
should not be done as a result of his
skill, but rather the amends that he has
made.
Another interesting facet of
picking players in the draft is the
consideration given to The Wonderlic
Personnel Test. The WPT is designed
to gauge how intelligent someone is
at making decisions in a certain field
and is used extensively by NFL general
managers to help them draft players.
Obviously, the better a player scores
on the test, the better chance they have
of being drafted. This is interesting
because a player that is on the bubble
and not likely to be drafted can turn his
fortunes around by scoring well on the
test.

As crazy as it may seem, managers
will sometimes pass on picking the most
talented player available in order to pick
one that they feel is smarter. Though
many may not realize it, football is a
thinking game and one that requires
careful planning and execution. As such,
it is in prospective players' best interests
to have a good football IQ, in case the
manager that is considering picking
them decides to go for intelligence over
skill.
When the draft occurs this May,
many surprises are bound to happen. Is
there any guarantee that either Manziel
or Clowney will be taken with the
number one pick? Not at all, considering
new information about their pasts may
arise or a great performance by another
player may make all this current hype
obsolete. This is what makes the NFL
one of the most interesting sports
leagues around: all the excitement that
surrounds current or future players can
change at a moments notice, forcing
fans to keep on their toes and players to
keep performing at a high level.
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Stags head to Springfield with confidence
By Thomas Shea
Multimedia Manager
If someone had asked Head Coach
Joe Frager at the beginning of the season
where he thought his team would finish
in the standings for the regular season,
there are a lot of different things he
could have said.
Maybe he would have looked at
the fact that his team was returning four
major contributors from last season's
squad, including the leading scorer in
Katie Cizynski '14, and said that his
team could contend for the conference
crown.
Or maybe he would have seen
that everybody outside of those four
had little to no playing experience in
Division I, leading to a weak bench as
well as a middle-of-fhe-pack finish (or
worse) in MAAC play.
Luckily, I asked him that exact
question to start the year. His response?
Through what he coins as "coach-speak,"
he saw this year's team as one that had
potential to do some damage.
"... it is a delicate balance, because
we do have two or three players that
are really essentially to our success," he
said back in November. "Honestly, if
everything does mesh and clicks right,
I think we can surprise some people. I
really, really do."
Surprise people they have.
Especially if those people Frager was
talking about are from Marist.
Even though the team was picked
to finish fourth in the conference in the
preseason poll, and finished around
there (one spot ahead of that in third),
the surprising thing has been how
well the team has played consistently
throughout the season.
"I have to give our senior class a
lot of credit," said Frager. "You never
know how seniors are going to react to
their last year. It either becomes really
all about the team, or sometimes seniors

can make it all about themselves, and
they've made it all about the team. A lot
of the credit has to go to them."
Fairfield finished the regular
season at 20-9, including winning 15 of
their 20 MAAC contests. That is thanks
in no small part to Cizynski, who was
just named to the all-MAAC First Team
after finishing the season averaging 16.5
points and more than eight rebounds per
game. But she credits the performance
of the team overall as the key reason for
their success.
"I definitely think that we've
become way more comfortable playing
with one another, as well as we've been
more focused," said Cizynski. "We've
been on the same page with coach for
the most part. Just coming together as
a team."
It was Cizinski's fellow captain
in Alexys Vazquez '14 who also has
received accolades from the conference.
The sharp-shooting senior was second
on the team in scoring and was one
of the best three-point shooters in the
country again this season. The all-time
three-point field goal percentage leader
in Fairfield history (.407) needs only
three more from beyond the arc to set
the single season Fairfield record for
most threes hit in a season.
It is the support of Vazquez, as
well as Brittany Obi-Tabot '14, Felicia
DaCruz '15, Kristin Schatzlein '16
and others, that has Frager saying
confidence is "pretty high" when it
comes to this club heading into the
MAAC Tournament.
"We've had different players step
up for us during this stretch. Obviously,
Katie has been our rock for us, but we've
had different players step up for us and
really contribute," said Frager. "I think
the improvement in Felicia DaCruz's
game from last year to this year I think
is night and day.
"I know they want to do well. It's
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Senior Christelle Akon-Akech dribbles against Oklahoma earlier this season.
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been pretty obvious: They've been pretty
attentive in practice, they've been locked
in on what we're trying to get them to
do."
Cizynski shared in Frager's
confidence regarding the team, as she
points out that they also played Iona
very tough during the season on top of
their win over Marist, showing that they
belong with the best of the best in the
MAAC.
"I think beating them and losing
to Iona by only a few points definitely
shows us that we can compete with
anybody as long as we're just focused,"
said Cizynski. "So I think it has given us
confidence knowing that we can do it."
Add into the fact that this has been
one of the best years for the conference

in general, and that makes Fairfield's
play that much more impressive. The
conference has four teams whose RPI
has been below 100 in the past few
weeks, showing just how good the
MAAC has been this year (the RPI
is Rating Percentage Index, and it
evaluates how good a team is based on
wins, losses, and strength of schedule
in comparison to all Division I teams,
so a lower ranking is better. Teams with
RPI under 100 have an outside chance
of getting at-large bids to the NCAA
Tournament. Fairfield just fell out of the
top 100 following their loss to Niagara
on Friday).
Despite the high rankings
nationally, Frager is not concerned with
them, as it doesn't appear Fairfield would

get a bid to the NCAA Tournament
without winning the conference
tournament. Frager is just happy with
how he has seen his team grow this
season and how they have performed
in a variety of games, something that
he believes will help them come Friday
against either St. Peters or Rider,
whoever wins the first-round game.
"We've had some games where
we've won by a good margin, but more
often than not we've done well in the
closer games," said Frager. "We've
scraped [games] out, and... I think they
may have even surprised themselves a
little bit. It's been a fun group to coach,
they've given me their best, and that's all
you can ask for."

